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the statement of the case sometimes called the statement of facts should convey to the reader a
persuasive narrative about the factual scenario surrounding the legal action crafting this narrative in
a brief requires a somewhat different approach than in a memo 6 a concise statement of the case setting
out the facts relevant to the issues submitted for review describing the relevant procedural history and
identifying the rulings presented for review with appropriate references to the record see rule 28 e a
concise statement should clearly outline the following generally in narrative format the important facts
and relevant background the key issues in dispute the harm i e damage suffered by the applicant and
estimated costs of damage and loss the meaning of concise is marked by brevity of expression or
statement free from all elaboration and superfluous detail how to use concise in a sentence did you know
synonym discussion of concise concise writing means using the fewest words possible to convey an idea
clearly there s a reason why it s recommended so often it s excellent advice concision the goal of
concise writing is to use the most effective words concise writing does not always have the fewest words
but it always uses the strongest ones writers often fill sentences with weak or unnecessary words that
can be deleted or replaced answer tell the judge that a disputed fact is material to your motion several
of the d del judges require parties to include a concise statement of material facts with their summary
judgment motions purpose concise statement as to the intent or purpose of this proposal such as problem
being fixed concise succinct terse all refer to speech or writing that uses few words to say much
concise usually implies that unnecessary details or verbiage have been eliminated from a more wordy
statement a concise summary of the speech succinct on the other hand implies that the message is as
originally composed and is expressed in as few words e a concise statement of the basis for jurisdiction
in this court including the statutory provisions and time factors on which jurisdiction rests f the
constitutional provisions treaties statutes ordinances and regulations involved in the case set out
verbatim with appropriate citation identifying and addressing wordiness in sentences if you are a
student pay close attention to your instructors comments on your essays have they written things like
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wordy passive voice filler or irrelevant by learning to write concisely you will be able to fill your
papers with more substantive information revised on july 23 2023 concise writing presents ideas clearly
and does not use more words than are truly necessary conciseness is an important characteristic of
academic writing especially given how complex the subject matter frequently is two of the biggest
enemies of concise writing are inflated phrases and redundancies keep concrete specific examples cut out
extra words empty phrases weak qualifiers negative constructions and unnecessary to be verbs see
examples below also watch for sentences and clauses beginning with it is this is and there are examples
of wordy sentences and concise revisions kənsaɪs adjective something that is concise says everything
that is necessary without using any unnecessary words concisely adverb adverb with verb see full entry
for concise collins cobuild advanced learner s dictionary copyright harpercollins publishers definition
of statement statement steɪtmənt countable noun writing clearly choose the word that most clearly
conveys your meaning english words generally have two types of meanings a denotative meaning the
descriptive dictionary definition of a word and a connotative meaning the emotional impact of a word the
connotation can be positive or negative kənˈsaɪs giving only the information that is necessary and
important using few words a concise summary she gave us clear and concise instructions extra examples
topics literature and writing c1 join us join our community to access the latest language learning and
assessment tips from oxford university press get grammarly table of contents what is conciseness
conciseness in writing identify passive voice replace commonly used phrases remove redundant pairs
remove qualifiers when conciseness isn t done well when conciseness is strong what is conciseness
conciseness is communicating complete information about a topic or idea in a few words the purpose of a
concise statement is to enable the applicant to bring to the attention of the respondent and the court
the key issues and key facts at the heart of the dispute and the essential relief sought from the court
before what might be the considerable cost of preparation of detailed pleadings is incurred updated on
september 20 2019 in speech or writing the term conciseness refers to language that s brief and to the
point to be effective concise writing must deliver a clear message using an economy of words concise
writing doesn t waste time with circumlocution padding or verbosity 1 the defendant responds timely to
the order of august 22 2011 issued and signed by the honorable carolyn tornetta carluccio to file of
record a concise statement of errors complained of on appeal pursuant to pennsylvania rule of appellate
procedure 1925 b
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writing the statement of the case in an appellate brief May 02 2024
the statement of the case sometimes called the statement of facts should convey to the reader a
persuasive narrative about the factual scenario surrounding the legal action crafting this narrative in
a brief requires a somewhat different approach than in a memo

rule 28 briefs lii legal information institute Apr 01 2024
6 a concise statement of the case setting out the facts relevant to the issues submitted for review
describing the relevant procedural history and identifying the rulings presented for review with
appropriate references to the record see rule 28 e

what is a concise statement lawpath Feb 29 2024
a concise statement should clearly outline the following generally in narrative format the important
facts and relevant background the key issues in dispute the harm i e damage suffered by the applicant
and estimated costs of damage and loss

concise definition meaning merriam webster Jan 30 2024
the meaning of concise is marked by brevity of expression or statement free from all elaboration and
superfluous detail how to use concise in a sentence did you know synonym discussion of concise

concise writing what is it and why does it matter grammarly Dec 29
2023
concise writing means using the fewest words possible to convey an idea clearly there s a reason why it
s recommended so often it s excellent advice
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concision purdue owl purdue university Nov 27 2023
concision the goal of concise writing is to use the most effective words concise writing does not always
have the fewest words but it always uses the strongest ones writers often fill sentences with weak or
unnecessary words that can be deleted or replaced

navigating judge connolly s concise statement of facts ip de Oct 27
2023
answer tell the judge that a disputed fact is material to your motion several of the d del judges
require parties to include a concise statement of material facts with their summary judgment motions

concise statement definition law insider Sep 25 2023
purpose concise statement as to the intent or purpose of this proposal such as problem being fixed

concise definition meaning dictionary com Aug 25 2023
concise succinct terse all refer to speech or writing that uses few words to say much concise usually
implies that unnecessary details or verbiage have been eliminated from a more wordy statement a concise
summary of the speech succinct on the other hand implies that the message is as originally composed and
is expressed in as few words

rule 24 briefs on the merits in general supreme court Jul 24 2023
e a concise statement of the basis for jurisdiction in this court including the statutory provisions and
time factors on which jurisdiction rests f the constitutional provisions treaties statutes ordinances
and regulations involved in the case set out verbatim with appropriate citation
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writing concisely the writing center university of north Jun 22 2023
identifying and addressing wordiness in sentences if you are a student pay close attention to your
instructors comments on your essays have they written things like wordy passive voice filler or
irrelevant by learning to write concisely you will be able to fill your papers with more substantive
information

how to write more concisely tips to shorten your sentences May 22
2023
revised on july 23 2023 concise writing presents ideas clearly and does not use more words than are
truly necessary conciseness is an important characteristic of academic writing especially given how
complex the subject matter frequently is two of the biggest enemies of concise writing are inflated
phrases and redundancies

the writing center writing concisely general writing Apr 20 2023
keep concrete specific examples cut out extra words empty phrases weak qualifiers negative constructions
and unnecessary to be verbs see examples below also watch for sentences and clauses beginning with it is
this is and there are examples of wordy sentences and concise revisions

concise statement definition and meaning collins english Mar 20 2023
kənsaɪs adjective something that is concise says everything that is necessary without using any
unnecessary words concisely adverb adverb with verb see full entry for concise collins cobuild advanced
learner s dictionary copyright harpercollins publishers definition of statement statement steɪtmənt
countable noun
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writing clearly concisely uagc writing center Feb 16 2023
writing clearly choose the word that most clearly conveys your meaning english words generally have two
types of meanings a denotative meaning the descriptive dictionary definition of a word and a connotative
meaning the emotional impact of a word the connotation can be positive or negative

concise adjective definition pictures pronunciation and Jan 18 2023
kənˈsaɪs giving only the information that is necessary and important using few words a concise summary
she gave us clear and concise instructions extra examples topics literature and writing c1 join us join
our community to access the latest language learning and assessment tips from oxford university press

concise definition usage examples grammarly Dec 17 2022
get grammarly table of contents what is conciseness conciseness in writing identify passive voice
replace commonly used phrases remove redundant pairs remove qualifiers when conciseness isn t done well
when conciseness is strong what is conciseness conciseness is communicating complete information about a
topic or idea in a few words

commercial and corporations practice note c c 1 Nov 15 2022
the purpose of a concise statement is to enable the applicant to bring to the attention of the
respondent and the court the key issues and key facts at the heart of the dispute and the essential
relief sought from the court before what might be the considerable cost of preparation of detailed
pleadings is incurred

definition and examples of conciseness in writing thoughtco Oct 15
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updated on september 20 2019 in speech or writing the term conciseness refers to language that s brief
and to the point to be effective concise writing must deliver a clear message using an economy of words
concise writing doesn t waste time with circumlocution padding or verbosity

concise statement of errors complained of on appeal Sep 13 2022
1 the defendant responds timely to the order of august 22 2011 issued and signed by the honorable
carolyn tornetta carluccio to file of record a concise statement of errors complained of on appeal
pursuant to pennsylvania rule of appellate procedure 1925 b
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